The Old
Gentleman
In a well-cared-for garden stood a beautiful tree, possibly
the most perfect tree you would ever see. Its branches
reached up to the sky and were covered with beautiful shiny
leaves. He stood straight and tall, like a prince, in the
middle of the lovely garden. Everything was perfect: the
garden was well tended, the grass was carefully cut, and
every dead leaf was always quickly removed.

On the other side of the wall bordering this garden stood
an untended, awkward tree. He didn't have a glorious look.
His branches were growing in all directions; no one had
taken the time to trim them. He was often made fun of by
those who passed by. Some people thought he should be cut
down, while others said, "He might be useful one day."

The princely tree would look over the wall from
his lofty position and boast, “Look at me, I’m
standing so tall and strong. Look at my trunk,
no imperfections, and my branches are growing
strong and tall. Look at you, so despicable!
Some of your branches are drooping down. Who
would want to look at you?”

The poor little tree didn’t have a reply. Maybe the
big tree was right! He was not beautiful, and no
one stopped to admire him.

The seasons came and went, and every spring new
leaves would unfold, and new branches would
appear on the little tree. This gave him hope that
maybe one day he would be useful for something.
Maybe one day someone would need him. …
Over the years, as the princely tree in the garden
grew more majestic, taller, and stronger, he
continued to make fun of the odd-shaped tree
on the other side of the wall. "Ha! You miserable
creature! Look how majestic and perfect I
continue to grow! But you are hardly worthy to
be called a tree. They should cut you down."

One spring a few years later a most amazing,
wonderful thing happened. A timid, small flower
appeared at the end of one of the odd-shaped
tree's branches, then two, then three, and soon
the tree was covered with the most exquisite
garment of white flowers. He was now so very
beautiful and so happy!

Every flower soon gave way to something
beautiful and marvelous—fruit that started like
a tiny ball but gained in size every day. The oddshaped tree was now busy sending nourishment
into all of his new fruit.

Once the fruit matured, the children came,
climbing all over him to pick the fruit! Fathers,
mothers, and children came to fill their baskets
with fruit from his branches. Now he was
thankful for his oddly shaped low branches
that people were using to climb on and reach the
fruit. He began to realize that although he was
not as elegant and tall as the princely tree, he
was very useful.

One fall, the people decided to celebrate the
tree, and they held a festival with dancing and
music! The odd-shaped tree was even decorated
with shining lights. There were tables set
all around the fruit tree, and the children
played in the tree’s branches. It was one great
celebration. They voted the tree King of the
Apple Trees!

Here I am, the tree thought. Me, the poor little
tree, once forgotten by everyone, but now a fruit
tree, and the hero of the party.

How the apple tree wished
to share his joy. He
thought of the tree over
the wall, and wished that
he would also be able
to enjoy the families and
the fun children, but no
one but the gardener was
allowed to go into the
prince’s perfect garden.

One day, large equipment
was brought in to prepare
the ground for building
new homes, and they
destroyed the other
tree’s perfect garden.
Soon the once princely
tree was cut down and
carried away.

By this time, the oddshaped apple tree was
getting old and could have
also been cut down, but
instead they put benches
around this favored
fruit tree and made him
the center of their new
square. They even gave him
a name and wrote it on a
plaque for everyone to
see: "The Old Gentleman."

Who would have thought
of this? mused the apple
tree. Me, a poor little tree
with my branches growing
all over the place, now the
honored center of this new
village square!

The Old
Gentleman

Moral: If you wonder whether you have any talent or purpose, be patient; one day
your life will blossom and mature, just like the branches of that apple tree, and
you will discover your own unique usefulness and talent. You can’t judge someone’s
usefulness or beauty by outward appearance, so take time to discover the beauty
inside, and you’ll be surprised at what friendships and joy blossom as a result.
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